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Abstract
The adsorption of three homo-tri-peptides, HHH, YYY and SSS, at the
aqueous Au interface is investigated, using molecular dynamics simulations.
We find that consideration of surface facet eﬀects, relevant to experimental
conditions, opens up new questions regarding interpretations of current ex-
perimental findings. Our well-tempered metadynamics simulations predict
the rank ordering of the tri-peptide binding aﬃnities at aqueous Au(111) to
be YYY > HHH > SSS. This ranking diﬀers with that obtained from exist-
ing experimental data which used surface-immobilized Au nanoparticles as
the target substrate. The influence of Au facet on these experimental find-
ings is then considered, via our binding strength predictions of the relevant
amino acids at aqueous Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1). The Au(111) interface
supports an amino acid ranking of Tyr > HisA ≃ HisH > Ser, matching that
of the tri-peptides on Au(111), while the ranking on Au(100) is HisA > Ser
≃ Tyr ≃ HisH, with only HisA showing non-negligible binding. The sub-
stantial reduction in Tyr amino acid aﬃnity for Au(100) vs. Au(111) oﬀers
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one possible explanation for the experimentally-observed weaker adsorption
of YYY on the nanoparticle-immobilized substrate compared with HHH.
In a separate set of simulations, we predict the structures of the adsorbed
tri-peptides at the two aqueous Au facets, revealing facet-dependent diﬀer-
ences in the adsorbed conformations. Our findings suggest that Au facet
eﬀects, where relevant, may influence the adsorption structures and ener-
getics of biomolecules, highlighting the possible influence of the structural
model used to interpret experimental binding data.
Introduction
A comprehensive understanding of the structure/property relationships governing the bi-
otic/abiotic interface, generated from a detailed knowledge of the interactions between
biomolecules and materials interfaces, would deliver profound benefits in an enormous range
of practical applications.1–9 While the adsorption of peptides at the aqueous Au inter-
face has been widely studied, our ability to predictably manipulate the structure of these
biomolecules, and therefore their properties, when adsorbed at both planar surfaces and
nanoparticle (NP) surfaces, under aqueous conditions, is still much needed. Despite several
advances in this area in the past decade, the two key aspects regarding biomolecular ad-
sorption at aqueous materials interfaces still require much deeper investigation and critical
evaluation.
The first aspect is the reliable measurement of peptide-interface binding energetics, par-
ticularly the ability to quantitatively measure (or predict, in the case of molecular simula-
tions) the binding free energy or binding constant. The second aspect is the ability to deter-
mine the conformational ensemble of the biomolecule in both the un-adsorbed and surface-
adsorbed states. It is the latter that presents particular challenges for both experiment and
simulation, but which is also integral to establishing structure/property relationships, and
therefore facilitating the development of knowledge-based design of biomolecules for targeted
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use in functional biotic/abiotic interfaces. Common to the successful interpretation of ex-
perimental and simulation data covering both of these aspects is the requirement of a
physically-reasonable structural model of the substrate surface.
Determination of peptide-surface binding aﬃnity for Au substrates under aqueous condi-
tions has progressed from qualitative observations, e.g. fluorescence microscopy and ELISA
(enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) approaches, through to quantitative measurements
such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR)10–12 and quartz-crystal microbalance (QCM)12–14
experiments. Electrochemical measurements15 and other techniques16 have also provided
quantitative information about the amount of peptide adsorbed to the aqueous Au interface.
Qualitative measurements that seek to link peptide-surface coverage (such as fluorescence
microscopy), or the amount of surface-adsorbed peptide mass, with peptide-surface
binding strength are particularly problematic and may lead to misinterpretations. This is
due to the fact that peptide-surface coverage or adsorbed mass are associated not only with
surface binding strength, but also the packing arrangements of the peptide over-layer when
adsorbed on the surface. For example, a high coverage may arise for a given peptide se-
quence because the peptide adsorbs only via its terminus, which will typically correspond
with a weaker surface-binding energy. Compare this with a peptide sequence that favors
a horizontal planar adsorption orientation (which typically would have a stronger surface
adsorption than the former) but would not necessarily support as dense a surface coverage.
In contrast, in the case of SPR or QCM observations, quantitative binding constants
are the result of observations taken for several diﬀerent peptide solution concentrations, that
are fitted to e.g. a Langmuir model model. Moreover, use of dissipation measurements
with QCM-D can establish the presence or absence of multi-layer peptide adsorption.12,17
Key to the clear interpretation of these quantitative binding data, however, is a compre-
hensive compositional and structural characterization of the target substrate surface. Very
few of the quantitative measurements mentioned here employed single-crystal Au surfaces;
most used poly-crystalline Au or Au NPs, both of which present a range of crystallographic
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orientations on the NP surface.
In contrast to the advances in determining peptide-interface binding energies, our
ability to definitively characterize the conformational ensemble of the peptide in the surface-
adsorbed state under aqueous conditions is much less developed. Specifically, experimental
characterization of the molecular-level structure of adsorbed peptides/proteins under in situ
(i.e. aqueous conditions) remains a challenging prospect. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
has been used to image the structure of peptide assemblies that have formed at dried Au
interfaces.18,19 However, AFM is unable to resolve the structure of the peptide chains at
the desired level of detail. Moreover, it is likely that the drying process will aﬀect the
structure of the peptide assemblies. Likewise, electron microscopy approaches are similarly
limited by the drawbacks of the latter. While advances in the use of in situ AFM under
aqueous conditions are progressing for studying biomolecule adsorption,20 this approach has
yet to be reported for materials-binding peptides. A few recent studies have also reported
use of techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and sum frequency generation
vibration spectroscopy to provide information about the structure of biomolecules adsorbed
at aqueous interfaces.21–24 While valuable, such studies are not yet part of standard analyses,
and therefore obtaining unambiguous information on the structures of peptides adsorbed at
aqueous interfaces remains challenging. The diﬃcultly in obtaining structural information
regarding adsorbed peptides is compounded by the fact that many materials-binding peptides
are intrinsically disordered peptides (IDPs),25,26 implying that these biomolecules cannot be
adequately characterized by a single representative structure (or a few such structures) in
the adsorbed state; on the contrary, these systems are better captured as an ensemble of
structures. In summary, the ability to establish clear connections between the binding aﬃnity
of a peptide and the corresponding conformational ensemble characteristics of this peptide,
in both the un-adsorbed and surface-adsorbed states, via experimental approaches alone,
remains very limited to date.
Molecular simulation and computational chemistry can provide a crucial complementary
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perspective on this problem.4,12,13,27–45 Despite substantial progress in simulations of the
peptide-Au interface, considerable challenges remain in terms of connecting the findings from
molecular simulations to experimental data. To this end, three key conditions must be met
for such molecular simulations to provide compelling insights; 1) a reliable description of
the relevant inter-atomic interactions (particularly across the interface), 2) robust sampling
of the conformational ensemble of the biomolecule, and, 3) an appropriate structural model
of the target substrate surface. These three conditions are unavoidably inter-related and
each one cannot be readily addressed in isolation. Progress in the area of inter-atomic
potentials, referred to herein as force-fields (FFs), for describing biotic/abiotic interfaces
has been substantial, notably (but not exclusively) the Au(111) interface, under aqueous
conditions.37,38,46,47 In particular, the development of the GolP FF provided a description
of the interaction of the biomolecules/water with the Au(111) interface that incorporated
polarization eﬀects in addition to van der Waals interactions.46 A revised version of GolP, the
GolP-CHARMM FF,37,38 was developed to enable compatibility with the CHARMM family
of biomolecule FFs,48,49 and was parametrized to capture adsorption at both the Au(111)
and Au(100) interfaces (for the latter, in both native and reconstructed forms). Recently,
GolP-CHARMM was used in the prediction of the binding free energy of a dodecapeptide
at the aqueous poly-crystalline Au interface,41 providing excellent agreement with SPR and
QCM binding constants.
In parallel with advances in the development of new FFs, progress in enhanced conforma-
tional sampling approaches43,50–52 have been integral to meeting the second main challenge
listed above. Failure to adequately sample the conformational ensemble may give rise to
misleading conclusions, as was demonstrated via a like-for-like comparison of the outcomes
of regular MD simulation versus advanced sampling techniques for the adsorption of dode-
capeptides.12 The partnership of these new FFs and sampling techniques has considerably
progressed our understanding of biotic/abiotic interface aqueous conditions.
However, for the interfacial FF and conformational sampling techniques to deliver useful
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outcomes, the structural model used to approximate the biotic-abiotic interface must also be
appropriate. In this sense, the structural model of the surface is a foundational component
of any molecular simulation of the biotic-abiotic interface. Given the complexity of the con-
ditions for which most experimental studies in this area have been reported, this structural
model must, by necessity, be approximate. Provided the outcomes of the simulations are
interpreted in light of this fact, the approximate nature of the surface structural model is
not necessarily a severe limitation.
For example, to approximate the predicted binding aﬃnity between a dodecapeptide
(AuBP1) and the aqueous poly-crystalline Au interface, Wright et al.41 calculated the free
energy of peptide binding at both the Au(111) and Au(100) aqueous interfaces (in the latter
case, for both the native and reconstructed forms), and used the known relative fractions
of the two facets in poly-crystalline Au to construct a weighted average of these values.
Critically, this work highlighted remarkable diﬀerences in peptide adsorption strength and
adsorbed peptide structure depending on the reconstruction status of the Au(100) surface
under aqueous conditions. In brief, these authors found that peptide adsorption at the
Au(100)(5×1) interface was very similar to that of Au(111), while adsorption of the peptide
at the aqueous Au(111) and native Au(100)(1×1) interfaces diﬀered substantially. This
diﬀerence was attributed to the greater degree of structuring of the interfacial solvent for
the Au(100)(1×1) interface.37,38,41,53 In terms of how these findings relate to experimental
conditions, for planar poly-crystalline Au substrates under aqueous conditions, it is rather
likely that the (100) plane would be present in its reconstructed form, for which the
Au(100)(5×1) structure is an excellent model.41 On the other hand, we note that the precise
atomic structure of the {100} planes present on the surface of a faceted Au NP in aqueous
solution (i.e. not under in vacuo conditions) remains to be resolved. Nevertheless, it is
plausible that the {100} planes present on the surface of a faceted Au NP (of the dimensions
used by Cohavi et al. 11) may be stable in the Au(100)(1×1) form under aqueous conditions.
Our view is informed by the in-plane row-slip deformation that is required to transform the
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native Au(100)(1×1) surface into the reconstructed Au(100)(5×1) structure, which may be
inhibited in Au NPs due to the small surface area of the facet in combination with the
confining presence of the NP edges, at least for the NP sizes considered by Cohavi et al.
Such considerations would not be as relevant for planar poly-crystalline Au substrates, where
the surface area of Au(100) grains is anticipated to be substantially greater.
This distinction in the reconstruction status of Au(100) is critical, because previous work
suggests that peptide adsorption to the aqueous Au(100)(5×1) interface is very similar to
that on Au(111);41 this suggests that a planar poly-crystalline Au substrate used in experi-
ments (e.g. QCM measurements) can be reasonably approximated by molecular simulations
using the aqueous Au(111) interface alone. In contrast, this same previous study indicated
that peptide adsorption on Au(100)(1×1) is profoundly weaker than that on Au(111);41 this
finding indicates that consideration of native Au(100)(1×1) facets is essential when com-
paring molecular simulation data with adsorption experiments on faceted Au NPs, such as
those reported in Cohavi et al. 11 . To summarize, the evidence strongly suggests
that adsorption onto small Au NP surfaces should not, in general, be viewed as
adsorption onto a single-facet Au substrate.
In addition, much of the complexity inherent to interpreting experiments and simulations
of the peptide/Au interface arises from the fact that peptide adsorption cannot be viewed
in simple terms as the sum of individual peptide residues that bind to the surface. The
Au-interface binding aﬃnity of a residue within a peptide will depend on the sequence
and structure(s) of the peptide; this residue-based aﬃnity may diﬀer from the aﬃnity of the
individual amino acid. This may be due to local environment eﬀects, e.g. the character of the
residues that flank that particular binding residue.12 Moreover, the lack of conformational
control in these IDP-like systems contributes to these challenges. For this reason, while
alanine scan experiments can be very valuable for elucidating peptide-materials binding,54
the interpretation of these data can become obscure if the corresponding structural data of
the adsorbed peptides are lacking.
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Despite these complexities, a benchmark of amino acid binding aﬃnities for aqueous Au
interfaces, against which the binding propensity of a corresponding peptide residue could be
evaluated, is of high value. While such benchmark data do not per se provide the detailed
understanding or prediction of how strongly a given peptide sequence would adsorb to Au,
these can help to bridge the gaps in our knowledge of how local peptide sequence eﬀects can
up- and down-modulate residue binding aﬃnities,54 compared to their amino acid counter-
parts. Ultimately, this level of understanding would advance the rational design of peptide
sequences with material and/or facet selectivity.
Unfortunately, due to the reasons explained above, to date it has not been possible to
extract an amino acid binding propensity scale for Au from experimental data regarding
peptide adsorption, even for systems that consider homo-peptides (vide infra). In princi-
ple, this problem could be addressed by experimental observations of amino acid adsorption
at aqueous Au interfaces, as opposed to measurement of peptide adsorption. In practice,
the sensitivity of most QCM/SPR instruments is not suﬃcient for this purpose. Alterna-
tively, the free energy of adsorption of Phe to the aqueous Au(111) interface was measured
electrochemically, but with a considerable degree of uncertainty, between −18 and −37 kJ
mol−1.15
Experimental attempts to extract a Au-binding propensity scale for amino acids have in-
stead used inference from measurements of the binding aﬃnity of artificial sequences, such as
homo-peptides, interdigitated sequences, and mutated sequences.10,11,55–57 However, a num-
ber of these previous studies, particularly the more extensive surveys, used only qualitative
binding assessments, e.g. fluorescence microscopy, which may not be suﬃciently reliable for
reasons explained earlier. Nevertheless, in a recent study that evaluated the current body of
experimental work to date, Corni et al.,36 reported an overall consensus derived from their
evaluation that gave a non-covalent binding rank ordering of His ≈ Trp >Met > Tyr ≈ Lys
≈ Arg. Several molecular simulation studies have also attempted to generate amino acid
binding propensity scales for aqueous Au interfaces. In these studies, the free-energies of
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adsorption of amino acids to aqueous Au(111) can be calculated directly.30,39,40 The consen-
sus of these simulation studies indicates that the amino acids with the greatest non-covalent
aﬃnity to the aqueous Au(111) interface are Phe, His, Tyr, Trp, Met and Arg. Therefore,
the general qualitative agreement between simulation and experiment for amino acid/Au
binding is reasonable, and indicates that His, Trp, Tyr, Met and Arg have the greatest
propensity to bind to Au.
However, a disconnect remains between experiment and simulation in terms of reconciling
binding data for homo-peptides/mutants compared with those of the amino acids, for the
reasons described above. Several previous studies have reported the calculation of the genuine
free-energy of adsorption for peptide sequences (of length nine residues or greater) at a
range of aqueous materials interfaces, predicted using advanced molecular simulations.41,58–61
However, the computational cost of successfully completing such simulations for several
peptides of this size becomes prohibitive, especially given the ambiguity over the atomic-
scale structural model for the substrate surface, which even for a relatively simple system such
as Au (compared with e.g. oxide materials), could involve the consideration of more than one
surface plane. In light of this, short peptides, such as tri-peptides, adsorbed to well defined
Au surfaces, comprise an ideal test case for both experimental and simulation approaches.
The relative simplicity of these tri-peptides assures that their adsorption characteristics can
be practicably explored using advanced sampling approaches.
Qualitative and quantitative experimental studies of tri-peptide (and tri-peptide/protein
fusion) adsorption to aqueous Au surfaces have already been reported.11 In this experimen-
tal study, Cohavi et al.11 used SPR spectroscopy to quantify the binding aﬃnity of a protein,
TEM1-β-lactamase inhibitor protein (BLIP), at the aqueous Au interface. In addition to
the wild-type protein (WT-BLIP), these authors also measured Au-surface binding for a
protein construct where a homo-tri-peptide was fused to the N-terminus of the protein, de-
noted 3X-BLIP, where X covered the range of eighteen residues (excluding Cys and Pro).
Their target Au substrate, however, was not a flat planar surface, but rather consisted of
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faceted Au NPs immobilized onto the SPR chip surface. Because all of the proteins in
their set showed irreversible adsorption (thus preventing the extrapolation of the binding
constant, KD), these authors devised a ‘propensity scale’ based on the measurement of
a quantity they termed ‘binding potency’. However, we emphasize here that this
‘binding potency’ describes a diﬀerence in adsorbed mass, not binding strength
(vide supra). We suggest that any such connection between binding constants and
measurements of adsorbed mass alone should be interpreted with caution. From
these diﬀerences in adsorbed mass, these authors inferred that 3H-BLIP showed the
greatest increase in ‘binding potency’ relative to WT-BLIP.11,43 In addition to 3H-BLIP,
the 3X-BLIP proteins with enhanced ‘binding potency’ relative to WT-BLIP also included
X={W, K, M and Y}. Building on these findings, these authors used SPR spectroscopy to
measure the binding constant for a set of free homo-tri-peptides (i.e. not fused to
the BLIP protein) namely HHH, YYY and SSS, adsorbed at the Au NP-coated SPR sur-
face. Their data suggested a ranking in tri-peptide binding strength of HHH > YYY >
SSS,11 however we note these binding constants were reported without any experimental
uncertainties.
These authors investigated how their choice of Au substrate influenced the binding of
the 3X-BLIP proteins, by comparing the binding trends obtained for the Au NP-decorated
surface with binding trends based on textured Au(111) island surfaces, for X = {H, W, G
and D} only. Cohavi et al. found that no qualitative diﬀerences in the ‘binding potency’
trend for these four 3X-BLIP proteins was apparent for these two types Au substrate,
and concluded that the Au NP-decorated surface must have primarily displayed the {111}
facet. However, only the adsorption trends of the 3H-BLIP, 3W-BLIP, 3G-BLIP and 3D-
BLIP systems were compared for the two types of target Au substrate. As our results herein
indicate, the trends in Au-surface binding strength for a given set of residues may or may not
be invariant to the Au facet displayed on the surface. Therefore, it is conceivable that the
‘binding potency’ trends for the four 3X residue types considered in this cross-substrate
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test (H, W, G, and D) were all actually broadly and moderately insensitive to facet type. In
the absence of such a comparative test for the set of proteins {3H-BLIP, 3Y-BLIP, and 3S-
BLIP}, or preferably, actual binding constant measurements of the tri-peptides
on diﬀerent substrates, it cannot be assumed that the conclusions reached by Cohavi et
al. would hold for a comparison of the ‘binding potency’ trend for the set of residues {H,
Y and S}. As will be explained in our Results, the ambiguity of the protonation state
of His, when part of a peptide residue (vide infra), particularly in the surface-adsorbed form,
adds another degree of complexity to the interpretation of these findings.
To explore the influence of facet type on the adsorption free energy (not ad-
sorbed mass), here we investigated the structure and thermodynamics associated with
the tri-peptides HHH, SSS, and YYY adsorbed at the aqueous Au interface, and compared
these data against the experimental findings of Cohavi et al. First, the free energies of ad-
sorption to the aqueous Au(111) interface were calculated for these three tri-peptides via
well-tempered metadynamics simulations.50 Following this, we again used metadynamics
simulations to calculate the binding free energies of the Y, H (both HisA and HisH) and
S amino acids, adsorbed at the aqueous Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces. These amino
acid data obtained for the diﬀerent facets were contrasted with the adsorption free-energies
of the tri-peptides, to provide guidance on the influence of Au facet type on the binding
aﬃnities. Finally, the conformational ensemble associated with each tri-peptide, adsorbed
at both the Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces, were predicted via the use of Replica
exchange with Solute Tempering molecular dynamics (REST-MD) simulations.51,52
Methodology
The Helmholtz free energy of adsorption, ∆Aads, was calculated for each of the three tri-
peptides, HHH, SSS and YYY, adsorbed at the Au(111) surface under aqueous conditions
using well-tempered metadynamics simulations.50 The corresponding free energies of the
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amino acids His, Tyr and Ser were also calculated for adsorption at the aqueous Au(111)
and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces. For His, the adsorption free energy was calculated for both the
positively-charged (HisH) and charge-neutral (HisA) forms of the amino acid. The conforma-
tional ensemble of each tri-peptide, adsorbed at both the aqueous Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1)
interfaces, was determined using the REST-MD simulations. All MD simulations were per-
formed in the Canonical (NV T ) ensemble, with the temperature maintained at 300K via
use of the Nose-Hoover thermostat.62,63 A time-step of 1 fs was used throughout, with the
equations of motion integrated using the leap-frog algorithm.
System Setup
The interfacial interactions of the amino acids, tri-peptides and water with the Au(111)
and Au(100)(1×1) surfaces were described using the polarizable GolP-CHARMM FF.38 The
CHARMM22* FF parameters48,49 were used to describe the amino acids and tri-peptides,
and the modified version of TIP3P,64,65 compatible with the CHARMM FF, was used for
the water molecules. For the tri-peptide simulations, the system consisted of an Au slab,
presenting either the Au(111) or native Au(100)(1×1) surface, one chain of the tri-peptide,
approximately 5100 water molecules, and in the case of the tri-His system (vide infra), a Cl−
counter ion. For the simulations of the capped amino acids, the system consisted of either
an Au(111) or native Au(100)(1×1) surface, a single amino acid, ∼ 5000 water molecules,
and for the positively-charged form of His, a Cl− counter ion. All tri-peptides were modeled
with their termini in the zwitterionic form, corresponding with pH∼7. In the case of tri-His
(HHH), the central H was protonated, such that this tri-peptide carried an overall charge of
+1e. All four amino acids (Trp, HisA, HisH, and Ser) were capped with acetyl and N -methyl
groups at the N- and C-termini, respectively. The Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) surfaces were
modeled using a slab five atoms thick, with lateral interfacial surface areas of 60.9 × 58.6 A˚2
and 58.6 × 58.6 A˚2, respectively. The positions of the Au atoms in the slab were fixed.66 The
dimension of the simulation cell along the direction normal to the slab surface was 60.5 A˚
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and 56.5 A˚, for the Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) surfaces, respectively. This ensured that the
density of liquid water in the centre of the inter-slab space matched that of bulk liquid water
calculated at the same ambient temperature and pressure.
REST Molecular Dynamics Simulations
The REST-MD simulations were performed using GROMACS version 5.0.67 Full details of
our REST simulation approach have been extensively described elsewhere.4,51,52 Here, a set
of sixteen replicas was used, spanning an eﬀective temperature window approximately corre-
sponding with the range 300-433K. The Hamiltonian scaling values, λ, used for the sixteen
replicas were 0.000, 0.057, 0.114, 0.177, 0.240, 0.310, 0.382, 0.458, 0.528, 0.597, 0.692, 0.750,
0.803, 0.855, 0.930, 1.000. These values were identified on the basis of previous simulations
of peptides at aqueous Au interfaces.12–14,39,41 The initial conformations for the sixteen
replicas of each tri-peptide were randomly selected from frames of the metady-
namics simulations trajectories where the tri-peptide was adsorbed. The same
sixteen conformations were used for both the Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) simu-
lations. Each replica was equilibrated at its target Hamiltonian for 0.5 ns, with no exchange
moves attempted during this period. For each of the three production REST-MD runs, the
system was simulated for 15×106 REST-MD steps with exchanges attempted between neigh-
boring replicas every 1000 time-steps (i.e. every 1 ps). The LJ-non-bonded interactions were
smoothly tapered to zero between 10.0 and 11.0 A˚, and the electrostatic interactions were
evaluated using a particle-mesh Ewald summation,68 with a real space cutoﬀ of 11.0 A˚. Fig-
ure S1 shows exemplar plots of replica mobility through Hamiltonian space, indicating the
eﬃciency of sampling. We used REST-MD simulations as an eﬃcient way to gain
a clear evaluation of the conformational ensemble of these surface-adsorbed tri-
peptide systems, because our previous experience in using metaD-reweighting
schemes for a surface-adsorbed dodecapeptide yielded ambiguous structural data
depending on the re-weighting scheme used.41 However, we recognize that such
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re-weighting schemes are evolving, as recently demonstrated by Sprenger et al. 69.
Metadynamics Simulations
We carried out two types of metadynamics simulations in this work. First, we performed
metadynamics simulations of each tri-peptide adsorbed at the aqueous Au(111) interface.
Second, we carried out metadynamics simulations of each of the four amino acids, adsorbed
at both the aqueous Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces.
The metadynamics simulations were performed using GROMACS version 4.5.5,67 with
version 1.3 of the PLUMED plugin.70 The Lennard-Jones (LJ) non-bonded interactions were
smoothly tapered to zero between 9.0 and 10.0 A˚, and the electrostatic interactions were
evaluated using a particle-mesh Ewald summation,68 with a real space cutoﬀ of 12.0 A˚. The
bias was applied to the position of the center of mass of the adsorbate (either the tri-peptide
or the amino acid) along the direction perpendicular to the Au surface. Gaussians of 0.25 A˚
width were deposited every 1 ps. The initial height of the Gaussians was set to 1.5 and 0.5
kJ mol−1 for the tri-peptide and amino acid simulations respectively, and a well-tempered
metadynamics bias factor of 10 was used throughout. The metadynamics simulations were
run until the point that the resulting free energy profiles and adsorption free energies showed
only minimal evolution with simulation time. This resulted in a production run for the amino
acids of 250 ns, while for SSS, HHH and YYY the production simulations were of 500, 600,
and 600 ns duration respectively. The adsorption free energies of Ser, Tyr and the charge-
neutral form of His at the aqueous Au(111) interface, calculated using the GolP-CHARMM
FF, were reported previously.39 However, those previous metadynamics simulations used a
diﬀerent parameter (a Gaussian width of 1.0A˚) and were run for a production duration of
100 ns. While the results of these previously-reported simulations are consistent with the
current work, the free energy profiles obtained here study possess more fine detail due to
the narrower Gaussians used. The free energies of adsorption as a function of simulation
time are provided in Figure S2 of the Supporting Information, while Figure S3 provides
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an exemplar evolution of the CV as a function of simulation time. In Figure S2 the free
energy of adsorption at each point in time was calculated as the average of the ∆A values
arising from adsorption at the upper and lower interface of the Au slab, while the error was
determined from half the diﬀerence of the two values.
Analysis
Calculation of Adsorption Free Energies
Following Colombi Ciacchi and co-workers,71 the Helmholtz free energy, ∆Aads, of the tri-
peptides and amino acids adsorbed at the Au surface was calculated from the free energy
profiles generated by the metadynamics MD simulations using
∆Aads = −kBT ln
cads
cbulk
(1)
where cads and cbulk are the concentrations of the adsorbate in the surface-adsorbed and
un-adsorbed (in bulk solution) states, respectively. These concentrations were calculated
using
cz0→z1 =
1
z1 − z0
∫
z1
z0
exp(−A(z)/kBT )dz (2)
We define z0 and z1 to demarcate the spatial limits of the regions in question. Here, the
surface-adsorbed state was defined as those configurations where the adsorbate center of
mass was no further than 20/15 A˚ from the slab surface for the tri-peptides/amino acids
respectively. The bulk region was defined as the configurations that were found in the
remaining inter-slab space. The final free energies of adsorption were then calculated by
averaging over the last 200 ns or 75 ns of simulation time for the tri-peptides and amino
acids, respectively. Uncertainties were estimated from the standard deviation over the same
time periods.
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REST Simulation Analyses
All analyses of the REST simulations were performed over the full length of the baseline
trajectories (the trajectories of the replica corresponding to the un-scaled Hamiltonian). The
degree of contact between a residue in the tri-peptide and the Au surface was determined
by calculating the fraction of the baseline trajectory that the distance between a reference
site in the residue and the Au surface was found within a pre-determined cut-oﬀ value.
The residue reference sites were defined as the center of mass of the rings for His and Tyr,
while the Ser site was defined as the hydroxyl oxygen atom. The cut-oﬀ distance for the
Au(111) interface was set to 4.5, 4.3 and 4.0 A˚ for His, Ser, and Tyr, respectively. For the
Au(100)(1×1) interface, two sets of cut-oﬀ distances were specified; one for direct contact
and one for solvent-mediated contact. For His, Ser, and Tyr these values were set to 4.5, 4.5
and 4.2 A˚ , respectively for direct contact, and 6.0, 6.6 and 6.0 A˚, respectively for solvent-
mediated contact. These cut-oﬀ values were chosen on the basis of analysis of the histograms
of distance of the residue contact site and the surface, as detailed in previous work.12
For each adsorbed tri-peptide, we characterized the Boltzmann-weighted ensemble of
conformations according to similarity in backbone structure. We accomplished this using
a clustering analysis determined for the peptide backbone atom positions, performed over
the trajectory of the reference (un-scaled) replica trajectory. This analysis generates the set
of most likely structures (referred to herein as ‘clusters’) and their corresponding relative
populations in the ensemble. The Daura clustering algorithm was used here,72 with a cutoﬀ
of 0.5 A˚ for the root mean-squared deviation (RMSD) of the backbone atom positions, as
determined from previous simulations.73 The relative population of each cluster was
calculated as the percentage of the number of frames assigned to the cluster divided by the
total number of frames in the reference replica trajectory.
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Table 1: Comparison of adsorption free energies (kJ mol−1) of three tri-peptides at the
aqueous Au interface. Simulation data correspond with the aqueous Au(111) interface,
while experimental results correspond with the Au NP-decorated SPR sensor surface.
Tri-peptide Adsorption free energy
Simulation Experimenta
HHH −26.7± 2.5 −34.6
SSS −2.9± 1.2 −20.2
YYY −37.8± 2.2 −23.3
a Taken from Ref11
Results and Discussion
Adsorption Free Energies
The free energies of adsorption for the three tri-peptides (HHH, SSS, and YYY) at the
aqueous Au(111) interface were obtained from well-tempered metadynamics simulations and
are presented in Table 1, along with the relevant experimental data reported by Cohavi
et al. 11 . The corresponding free energy profiles from the metadynamics simulations are
shown in Figure 1. The free energies of adsorption as a function of simulation time are
presented in Figure S2 of the Supporting Information; these data indicate that the free
energies have stabilized after 500-600 ns of metadynamics simulation. As an exemplar, in
Figure S3 in the Supporting Information we show the evolution of the CV as a function of
simulation time; over the course of the metadynamics simulation the full range of the CV
has been sampled extensively.
The data in Table 1 and Figure 1 indicate that HHH and YYY adsorb strongly to the
aqueous Au(111) interface, while the the free-energy of adsorption of SSS is significantly
weaker, of the order of kBT at 300 K. The free-energy profiles for all three tri-peptides
(Figure 1) are broad with no significant free-energy barriers to the adsorption from bulk
solution. The ranking of the predicted free-energies of adsorption of the tri-peptides, YYY
> HHH > SSS, was found to be the same as that predicted for the corresponding amino acids
to aqueous Au(111) interface using both the GolP FF as previously reported by Hoefling
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Figure 1: Profiles of the free-energy of adsorption for each tri-peptide, YYY, HHH and SSS
at the aqueous Au(111) interface.
et al. 30 , and the GolP-CHARMM FF (current work, vide infra).
However, the rank ordering of the tri-peptide binding free energies does not agree with
that determined experimentally by Cohavi et al. 11 , which was reported as HHH > YYY
> SSS. Furthermore, the small diﬀerence (less than kBT at room temperature) between
the experimentally-determined adsorption free energies reported by Cohavi et al. 11 for YYY
and SSS is unexpected, considering that the consensus of experimental data,10,11,36,56 suggests
that Tyr and His are strongly binding species, while Ser is not.
As explained in the Introduction, several factors may account for the diﬀerences, both
absolute and relative, in the adsorption free energies obtained from experiment and those
predicted from simulation; 1) the force-field used in the simulations, 2) the protonation state
of His, and, 3) the structural model of the aqueous Au interface. First, the GolP-CHARMM
FF used in our simulations is approximate and therefore may not reproduce the potential
energy landscape of these interfacial systems adequately. However, previously, this FF
has yielded free energy predictions consistent with experimental data for the
adsorption of Phe at aqueous Au(111),12,39 and for the 12-mer peptide AuBP1
adsorbed at the aqueous poly-crystalline Au interface.41 Therefore, while it is not
possible to completely exclude the quality of the GolP-CHARMM FF as a factor that could
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account for diﬀerences between the simulation and experimental data, current evidence
suggests that the GolP-CHARMM FF can provide a reasonable description of peptide-Au
interactions.
The second possible factor is the protonation state of His. In the case of tri-His, the
adsorption free energy predicted by simulation may be aﬀected by the choice of protonation
state of the His residues in the molecule. The experimental SPR measurements were reported
to have been performed at pH 7.4.11 Because the pKa of the imidazole side-chain is ∼6.2 in
the His amino acid, a His amino acid is expected to be found in both the protonated and
un-protonated form at around neutral pH, with the protonated state making up ∼20% of
the ensemble. It was for this reason that one of the His residues in tri-His was protonated
in our simulations. However, the pKa of a His residue within a peptide may diﬀer from that
of the corresponding His amino acid,74 because the immediate dielectric environment of a
residue in a peptide will depend on the conformational ensemble of the peptide. In addition,
it is possible that the pKa of a His residue in a peptide adsorbed at an aqueous Au interface
may diﬀer from the same His residue in a peptide when the peptide is in an un-adsorbed
state (i.e. free in solution).
We emphasize here that this uncertainty concerning the protonation state of
the imidazole ring becomes even more acute for tri-His in the Au-adsorbed state.
To elaborate, it is more informative to consider tri-His not as one molecule in
solution,54 but as a mixture of eight possible distinct species; (His3)3+, (His3)2+
(three structural variations), (His3)1+ (three structural variations), and (His3)0.
At equilibrium, the relative proportions of these eight species are expected to
be a function of pH, but the precise relative fractions of these in the overall
ensemble, particularly in the Au-adsorbed state, are not known. For example,
the protonation state of tri-His was not determined or reported in Cohavi et al. 11
Moreover, assuming that the shifts in the pKa of the imidazole ring are not
excessively profound at around neutral pH for tri-His in the surface-adsorbed
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state, the overall composition of this ensemble of protonation states (i.e. in terms
of the relative fraction of each protonation state) may well show large variations
with respect to very small changes in pH in this neutral range. Experimental
advances are much needed to unambiguously determine the relative fraction at
equilibrium of these protonation states in tri-His and similar poly-His peptides.
Therefore, the diﬀerence in the relative order of the adsorption free energy of tri-His and
tri-Tyr between simulation and experiment might be due to the protonation state of tri-His
modeled here.
The third factor that could explain the diﬀerences between the experimental and pre-
dicted adsorption free energies is the structural model of the Au interface, particularly the
possible structural diﬀerences between the Au substrate used in the simulations and that
used in the corresponding experiments. The SPR measurements used to obtain the experi-
mental adsorption free energies used a SPR chip decorated with Au NPs as the substrate.11
The exterior of these Au NPs, 4-7 nm in diameter, would have presented a range of diﬀerent
facets, as well as low-coordinate Au atoms at edge and vertex sites. In contrast, our meta-
dynamics simulations of the tri-peptides were performed using the planar Au(111) aqueous
interface. Previous simulation studies have indicated that the adsorption of molecules at dif-
ferent facets can diﬀer.29,31,37,38,41 For example, the aforementioned study of Wright et al. 41
predicted the adsorption free energies of AuBP1 to the Au(111) and native Au(100)(1×1)
interfaces as −51.8 ± 18.1 and −10.3 ± 1.5 kJ mol−1, respectively. One of the main factors
attributed to these very diﬀerent adsorption energies was the interfacial solvent layer closest
to the surface, which was noted to be more tightly structured for the Au(100)(1×1) inter-
face, compared with that of Au(111).38,41 This observation has been noted for the aqueous
interface of other fcc metals.53,75 Therefore, it is plausible that the presence of other facets
on the Au NPs (immobilized on the SPR chip surface in the experiments of Cohavi et al. 11)
may be responsible, in part, for the diﬀerences noted for the tri-peptide adsorption free en-
ergies determined by experiment and simulation. We re-iterate here that, in contrast, Wright
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Table 2: Adsorption free energies, ∆Aads, of capped amino acids to the aqueous Au(111)
and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces.
amino acid ∆Aads / kJ mol−1
Au(111) Au(100)
HisA −12.8± 0.9 −6.0± 1.8
HisH −10.9± 0.7 −0.3± 2.5
Ser −3.6± 1.1 −1.4± 0.1
Tyr −19.5± 1.5 −0.8± 0.4
et al. 41 also reported that the reconstructed Au(100)(5×1) surface, likely to be present on the
surface of poly-crystalline Au under aqueous conditions, supported peptide binding energies
and conformations that were very similar to those found for aqueous Au(111).
To investigate both the impact of His protonation state, and the influence of the diﬀerent
Au facets on the binding free energy of His, Ser and Tyr, the adsorption free energies of
the capped amino acids were calculated for both the aqueous Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1)
interfaces. We used the capped amino acids as our choice of adsorbate, rather than the
tri-peptides, because this substantially reduced the computational cost of these simulations.
This is particularly true for the tri-His case, which conceivably would involve
performing a weighted average over the results of eight diﬀerent metadynamics
simulations, and moreover, the fractional weighting of these eight possible pro-
tonation states for the relevant solution pH is currently not known. This allowed
both comparison between the tri-peptide and the corresponding amino acid adsorption at
the Au(111) interface, and also enabled the influence of histidine protonation to be more
clearly explored. The amino acid adsorption free energies are given in Table 2. The rank
ordering of these adsorption free energies at the aqueous Au(111) interface is the same as
that predicted for the tri-peptides, Tyr > HisA ≃ HisH > Ser, with the de-protonated
form of His (HisA) having a slightly stronger binding than the protonated form (HisH). In
contrast, at the aqueous Au(100)(1×1) interface, the free-energies of adsorption of HisH, Ser
and Tyr are all negligible, with only HisA showing a significant adsorption free energy, albeit
modestly reduced compared to the Au(111) interface.
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Figure 2: Profiles of the free energy of adsorption of the capped amino acids at (a) the
Au(111) interface, and (c) the Au(100)(1×1) interface. Corresponding representative snap-
shots of the adsorbed state of Tyr at (b) the Au(111) interface, and, (d) the Au(100)(1×1)
interface.
Following previously-published studies,37,41,53,75 we suggest that the diﬀerence in binding
energies between the two interfaces is due to the greater degree of structuring in interfacial
liquid water that is present at the Au(100)(1×1) interface, compared with the Au(111) in-
terface. At the aqueous Au(111) interface the minimum in the free energy profile for the
amino acids, see Figure 2(a), is ∼4.5 A˚ from the surface. This corresponds to a conforma-
tion where all four amino acids are in direct contact with the Au interface, as shown in
Figure 2(b) and Figure S4 in the Supporting Information. Our findings are very diﬀerent
for the aqueous Au(100)(1×1) interface, where only in the case of HisA does the free energy
minimum correspond to direct contact between the amino acid and the surface. For the
other three amino acids, the minimum in the free energy profiles corresponds to ‘solvent-
mediated’ adsorption (Figure 2(c)). In this solvent-mediated contact state, the amino acid is
adsorbed onto the first layer of interfacial water (Figure 2(d) and Figure S4). This scenario
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would make it less enthalpically favorable for the adsorbate to displace water molecules.
The charge-neutral HisA amino acid is an exception, due to the very favorable interaction
between the de-protonated nitrogen site in the imidazole ring and the Au surface atoms.
This diﬀerence in adsorption modes at the two Au interfaces confers diﬀerences in the
structure(s) of the surface-adsorbed His, depending on the protonation state of the His and
crystallographic orientation of the Au surface. The positively-charged HisH amino acid
adsorbed in a manner analogous to Tyr, predominantly with the plane of the side-chain ring
oriented parallel to the Au surface. However, in the case of HisA, two possible adsorption
geometries were apparent from our simulations; one with the imidazole ring oriented parallel
to the surface, and one with the ring arranged perpendicular to the surface plane, with the
de-protonated nitrogen site weakly chemisorbing to the Au surface (see Figure S4). At the
aqueous Au(111) interface, HisA adsorption features both orientations, while at the aqueous
Au(100)(1×1) interface the perpendicular geometry dominates (see Figure S4).37,38
We next examined the eﬀect of His amino acid protonation state on the binding
strength. The diﬀerence in our predicted adsorption free energies of HisA and HisH at
the Au(111) interface was modest at only 1.9 kJ mol−1, in comparison with the 11.1 kJ
mol−1 diﬀerence between the binding free energies for tri-His and tri-Tyr. For this reason,
we suggest that the protonation state of tri-His is unlikely to aﬀect the relative order of free
energies of adsorption of the tri-peptides on Au(111) as predicted by simulation. In con-
trast, our data suggest a clear diﬀerence in binding strength between HisA and
HisH at the aqueous Au(100) interface, with HisA binding more strongly. Given
the anticipated complexity of the protonation state ensemble (eight species) of
tri-His in the adsorbed state, there is no clear-cut way to predict how these data
practicably translate into a definitive binding strength ranking for tri-His in
the Au(100)-adsorbed state when compared with the other two peptides which,
at the amino acid level, are predicted to support reduced binding on Au(100)
compared with Au(111). This statement should hold for any pH value but its
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interpretation may be particularly complex and nuanced for pH values in the
range of 6-8.
The complexities of tri-His aside, we found that the choice of facet is predicted to
strongly influence the binding strength of all four amino acids, with Tyr being the most pro-
foundly aﬀected. On this basis, we suggest that the relative diﬀerences in the adsorption
free energies of the amino acids at the Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) aqueous interfaces oﬀer
one plausible explanation for the weaker experimentally-determined YYY binding strength,
relative to tri-His.11 To elaborate, the Au NPs used by Cohavi et al. to decorate the
SPR chip surface most likely presented a range of diﬀerent Au facets, and in particular it
is possible that, as low-energy crystallographic surface orientations, both the Au(111) and
Au(100)(1×1) facets could have been available for peptide adsorption. Therefore, the weak
adsorption of YYY to the native {100} facets may result in a weaker adsorption than tri-His,
despite the fact that YYY adsorbs more strongly to the Au(111) interface. Based on these
amino acid adsorption free energies and this two-facet approximation, a naive estimate
suggests that a facet enrichment at a fraction greater than 57% Au(100)(1×1) of the total
surface area in the SPR experiment, relative to a fraction of less than 43% Au(111), is pre-
dicted to yield a stronger adsorption free energy of tri-His relative to YYY. However, this
does not fully account for the true complexity of the tri-His protonation state
ensemble. Certainly in the pH range of 6-8, the relative fraction of the eight
possible tri-His species might vary sharply as a function of only minor changes to
pH. Given our predictions of HisA and HisH amino acid binding strengths on the
two Au facets, changes to these relative fractions may well have a strong impact
on the resultant tri-His binding constant on the Au NP-decorated substrate.
In addition to the diﬀerent facets, the surface-immobilized Au NPs used in the SPR
experiments would have also displayed low coordinate Au atoms at edge and vertex sites,
which may also have weakened the overall binding strength of YYY relative to that of tri-
His. In vacuo plane-wave density functional theory (PW-DFT) calculations have shown that
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imidazole adsorbs more strongly to the edge and vertex sites of Au NPs than to the planar
Au(111) surface.76 In contrast, this same study found benzene (the closest analogue to Tyr;
phenol was not investigated in this study) to adsorb more weakly to Au NPs at both the
low-coordinate Au atom sites and both facets, compared with the infinite planar surfaces.
While caution should be used when extrapolating from the results of in vacuo binding data
to aqueous conditions, these previously-published DFT data support the hypothesis that the
adsorption of YYY would be stronger at the aqueous Au(111) interface than at the surface
of the Au NPs.
Both our simulations and the previously reported SPR experiments indicate tri-Ser
to be the weakest-binding tri-peptide of the set. However, whereas the predicted Au-
binding strength of SSS is significantly weaker than that of the other two tri-peptides, the
experimentally-determined diﬀerence between the free-energies of adsorption of YYY and
SSS was only 2.9 kJ mol−1. The relatively stronger experimentally-determined binding of
SSS is unlikely to be accounted for by the facet eﬀects described above, because, consistent
with most experimental data to date, our simulation data suggest that the free-energy
of adsorption of Ser is weak at both the Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces. However, the
presence of NP vertices and edges may favor stronger Ser-Au interactions. In vacuo plane-
wave density functional theory (PW-DFT) calculations indicate that the hydroxyl group
adsorbs more strongly to the edge and vertex sites of Au NPs than to Au {111} or {100}.76
In addition, as mentioned earlier, the similarity in the experimental binding strengths for
YYY and SSS is surprising considering the consensus drawn from the current literature, from
both experimental and simulation perspectives, in the sense that Tyr and His are thought
to be strong binders of Au while Ser is not. This discrepancy illustrates the point that the
current consensus on the Au-binding propensities of amino acids is evolving and will require
further consolidation in future.
Some discussion of the calculations reported by Cohavi et al. 11 is warranted.
These previous calculations considered the entire 3X-BLIP fusion protein and
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its adsorption onto the Au(111) surface, and made use of the ProMetCS model.77
These authors reported agreement between their experimentally-determined ‘bind-
ing potency’ (which, as explained earlier, is not necessarily a measure of binding
constant) and a calculated relative-binding metric. The ProMetCS model is an
approximate physics-based model that can be used to explore the surface-binding
mechanisms of proteins. While ProMetCS is a fine model for such purposes, we
believe the calculations of Cohavi et al. 11 did not make appropriate consideration
of the limitations of the model. In the work of Cohavi et al. 11 these limitations
in their calculations operated over two levels. First these authors assumed the
3X-BLIP binding energy could be partitioned into a BLIP-only and a 3X-only
contribution, and furthermore, that the 3X-only term could be de-coupled into
a sum of individual residue contributions, via use of a parameter (f) that was
fitted to the experimental data. The current body of work in the field of peptide-
surface adsorption refutes these assumptions. Second, the ProMetCS model has
numerous limitations, including the use of the rigid body approximation (which
cannot capture the surface-induced conformational change of the peptide), the
lack of explicit solvent, and most critically, the known under- estimation of the
metal desolvation energy for aromatic adsorbates.77 This latter limitation could
have an influential impact on the balance of the HisA/HisH/Tyr adsorption
strengths. Moreover, Cohavi et al. 11 reported that their calculations could not
reach agreement without modification of the surface charge density, which they
stated was essentially a fitting parameter and not directly related to the surface
charge under the experimental conditions. For these reasons, we do not seek to
make a detailed comparison with the calculations reported by Cohavi et al. 11,
given that in contrast to these ProMetCS calculations, our MD simulations ex-
plicitly capture the conformational, electrostatic and desolvation contributions
of the binding free energy.
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Facet-Specific Conformational Ensembles of Surface-Adsorbed Tri-
Peptides
As explained in the Methodology, to determine the relative populations of the diﬀerent
conformations of the adsorbed tri-peptides at the Au(111) and Au(100) aqueous in-
terfaces, a clustering analysis was performed for the reference replica trajectory of each tri-
peptide. Each cluster identified in the analysis corresponds to a distinct group of structurally-
similar backbone conformations of the adsorbed tri-peptide. In Figure S5 we provide the
number of distinct clusters identified during the course of the REST MD simulations. These
data show that by ∼9 × 106 REST MD steps, the number of clusters has plateaued, indi-
cating that the simulations have approached equilibrium. The relative populations of the
top-ten most populated clusters for each tri-peptide at the two interfaces are given in Table
S1. Representative snapshots of the most populated clusters of each tri-peptide are shown in
Figure 3 and Figure S6 for the Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces. In all six simulations,
the most populated cluster accounts for over 50% of the total population, with another two
to four clusters possessing significant populations (≥ 5%) also present.
We then investigated the degree of structural similarity in adsorbed conformations across
the two facets. To do this, for all three tri-peptides, the structures of each of the five
most populated clusters obtained for the Au(111) interface were compared against their
counterparts adsorbed at the Au(100)(1×1) interface, by calculating the RMSD between the
positions of backbone atoms between the cluster conformations. If the RMSD between a
pair of structures was less than 0.5 A˚ (the cut-oﬀ distance used for the clustering analysis)
then the two conformations were defined to be a structural match. The matches between
structures adsorbed at the Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces for the three tri-peptides
are given in Table S2. Tri-serine showed the highest number of matches, with the top three
clusters at both interfaces being matched, indicating that the conformational ensemble of
this tri-peptide shared a high degree of similarity across the two interfaces.
The top two most populated conformations of tri-His were also matched across the
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Figure 3: Representative snapshots of the most likely adsorbed conformations of the tri-
peptides (a) tri-Ser, (b) tri-His and (c) tri-Tyr at the aqueous Au(111) interface. Water not
shown for clarity.
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Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces, again indicating the similar backbone structure of
this tri-peptide adsorbed at the two interfaces. In contrast, the most populated cluster of
YYY adsorbed at the Au(111) interface was a match for the second-most populated cluster
adsorbed at the Au(100)(1×1) interface, and vice versa. Considering that the most populated
cluster of YYY accounts for 63/52% of the total population at the Au(111)/(100)(1×1)
interface, it is clear that the conformational ensemble of the YYY backbone is strongly
aﬀected by the structure of the Au interface.
Comparing the RMSD of the peptide backbone conformations of the initial
structures with the representative structures of the top-five most populated clus-
ters, we found a number of matches for all three peptides at both interfaces. For
tri-His and tri-Ser, all of the initial structures were a match to at least one cluster
at both interfaces, while for YYY at both interfaces there were just two initial
structures that did not match at least one structure from the top-five most pop-
ulated clusters. This degree of structural similarity is not surprising considering
that the cumulative population of the top five clusters typically accounted for
95% of total ensemble. However, the relative population of any given cluster was
not necessarily correlated with the number of matches found against the initial
structures. For example, for YYY at Au(111) four of the initial conformations
were a match to cluster 1, while nine of the initial conformations were a match to
cluster 2. Therefore, the ensemble of initial conformations did not appear to bias
the final conformational ensemble as determined from the REST simulations.
The degree of direct residue-surface contact calculated each residue of the tri-peptides is
given in Figure 4, with the numerical data provided in Table S3 of the Supporting Informa-
tion. Table S3 also indicates the degree of solvent-mediated contact for the Au(100)(1×1)
surface. For all three tri-peptides, the degree of direct contact was diminished at the
Au(100)(1×1) interface relative to that of Au(111), consistent with presence of the more
structured first interfacial solvent layer. The two de-protonated His residues of tri-His
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Figure 4: Degree of residue-surface contact for each of the tri-peptides adsorbed at the
aqueous Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces, predicted from REST simulations. Data for
Au(100) are the combined direct- and solvent-mediated contact.
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showed a high level of contact at both interfaces, while the central, protonated, His residue
featured very little direct contact with the interface at the Au(100)(1×1) interface (consis-
tent with the metadynamics simulations of the individual amino acids). At the Au(111)
interface, H2, featured a moderate degree of contact, but was still less likely to be adsorbed
than H1 or H3. This diﬀerence could be due to either the protonation state of the residues
and/or the peptide structure. The simultaneous adsorption of all three His residueswas rare
and may sterically strain the peptide backbone. Similarly, YYY also showed a relatively
reduced degree of contact for the central residue (vide infra), although in this instance all
three residues could be found in a simultaneously-adsorbed state for 46% of the trajectory.
The full set of conditional probabilities for simultaneous multi-residue surface contact are
provided in Table S4 of the Supporting Information.
Despite the similar degree of residue-surface contact calculated for H1 and H3, the mode
of adsorption across the two interfaces was predicted to be quite diﬀerent, apparent from the
preferred tilt angle of the imidazole ring plane. At Au(111), the imidazole rings of H1 and
H3 were more likely to lie flat (see Figure 3(b) and Figure S7(a) in the Supporting Informa-
tion) while at Au(100)(1×1) the tilt angle of the rings is ∼ 90◦, indicating a perpendicular
orientation mediated via the de-protonated nitrogen site (Figures S6(b) and S7(c) in the
Supporting Information). While the conformations of the tri-His peptide backbone share
similarities across the two facets, the orientation and position of the peptide backbone
with respect to the surface is diﬀerent in each case. At Au(111) the backbone lies relatively
close to the surface, while in contrast, at Au(100)(1×1) the peptide backbone is more distant
from the surface (Figure S8 in the Supporting Information).
As suggested by the predicted weaker adsorption, the degree of residue-surface contact
calculated for tri-Ser at Au(111) is attenuated compared with that of tri-His, with each of
the three Ser residues in direct contact with the Au interface for less than 50% of the sim-
ulation trajectory. Simultaneous adsorption of more than one Ser residue was uncommon
on both surfaces. Direct contact of the Ser residues with Au(100)(1×1) was minimal, with
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solvent-mediated contact featuring at least as significantly as the direct contact mode (Fig-
ure S8(h)). A summation of the direct and solvent-mediated contact at the Au(100)(1×1)
interface indicated significant, although weak, collective contact between the peptide and
Au surfaces in general.
At the Au(111) aqueous interface, all three residues of YYY showed a strong degree
of surface contact, although as seen for tri-His, the central residue was less likely to be
found in direct contact compared with the terminal residues. Nevertheless, the simultaneous
adsorption of all three residues on Au(111) was predicted for 46% of the trajectory (Table
S4), which indicates that the balance between the enthalpy gain for adsorption of the three
rings and the possible energetic penalty incurred in straining the backbone to accommodate
this favored the ring-surface interaction. When adsorbed at the Au(100)(1×1) aqueous
interface, all three residues of YYY featured only moderate contact with the surface. As
with the Au(111) surface, when adsorbed, all three Tyr side-chain rings were oriented parallel
to the both the Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) planes (Figure S7 in the Supporting Information).
At the Au(100)(1×1) interface, the relatively weaker residue-surface interaction meant that
adsorption of the tri-peptide in a conformation equivalent to the most populated cluster at
the Au(111) interface was unfavorable. When adsorbed, all three phenol rings lay parallel
to the both the Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces (Figure S7, Supporting Information).
Our findings indicate the relevance of considering diﬀerent facets, and their diﬀerent
surface reconstructions, in simulation studies where appropriate, for comparison with ex-
perimental studies where the target substrate comprises Au NPs. Our results also indicate
how facet-selective adsorption could be exploited for nanomaterials generation, such as us-
ing additives to mediate shape-selective Au NP synthesis in aqueous media.78,79 Previous
experimental work has shown that water-based peptide-mediated Au NP synthesis without
a seed nanoparticle is not shape selective.80 However, studies of Pt NP synthesis in aqueous
media indicated that peptides could direct the production of shape-controlled NPs using
seeded growth,81,82 which suggests that a similar strategy could be successful for Au NPs.
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Moreover, a peptide-mediated strategy for shaped NP growth could also be used to direct
the one-pot production and organization of NPs into assemblies.44
Our simulations also highlight the structural consequences of protonation state of the
His residues, particularly at the Au(100)(1×1) facet. The protonation state of His when
adsorbed at an aqueous Au interface may diﬀer from that in solution, and may also be facet-
specific. Experimental investigation of the protonation state of His residues at diﬀerent Au
interfaces would be highly valuable in bridging the gap between experiment and simulation.
Conclusions
Via a combination of simulation approaches, together with a consideration of diﬀerent sur-
face structural models, our findings can explore and contrast recent surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) spectroscopy measurements of homo-tri-peptide binding constants at
the aqueous Au interface. Using metadynamics simulations, we predicted the adsorption
free energies of three homo-tri-peptides at aqueous Au(111) and ranked these, finding
YYY > HHH > SSS. However, this predicted ranking diﬀered with the SPR-determined
ranking reported for these tri-peptides adsorbed at a target Au substrate compris-
ing surface-immobilized Au NPs, which suggested HHH > YYY > SSS. We propose
that one possible source of discrepancy in the relative ordering of the HHH and YYY
tri-peptide binding constants between simulation and experimentmay arise from the pres-
ence of facets other than the Au(111) surface, that are typically present on Au nanoparticles.
Metadynamics simulations of the HisA, HisH, Tyr and Ser amino acids adsorbed at the aque-
ous Au(111) and Au(100)(1×1) interfaces support this hypothesis, predicting the binding
strength of the Tyr amino acid to be substantial at the Au(111) interface but negligible at
the Au(100)(1×1) interface. HisH showed a similar trend to Tyr, while in contrast,
HisA featured a relatively smaller corresponding drop in binding strength between the
Au(111) and Au(100) interfaces. However, we suggest that complexities arising from
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the ensemble of possible protonation states for the tri-His peptide present an
additional challenge for the unambiguous prediction and interpretation of bind-
ing constants at the aqueous Au interface, particularly at neutral pH. Also, our
REST-MD simulations revealed facet-specific diﬀerences in the binding modes
of these three tri-peptides. In general, the Au(111) interface promoted direct residue-
surface contact, while solvent-mediated contact was favored on Au(100)(1×1). Overall, our
findings advance our understanding of how the adsorption of peptides might be modulated
by the presence of diﬀerent Au facets. This deeper comprehension of peptide-materials
structure/property relationships is needed to fully realize the true potential of functional
materials based on biotic/abiotic interfaces.
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